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A biochemical molecular modeling project on heme proteins suitable for an introductory Biochemistry I class has been designed with a 2-fold objective: i) to reinforce the correlation between protein threedimensional structure and function through a discovery oriented project, and ii) to introduce students to the fields of bioinorganic and coordination chemistry. Students are asked to identify several unknown heme proteins based on a careful analysis of covalent and noncovalent interactions at the active site of each protein, focusing on amino acid reactivity and H-bonding networks. Starting with the three-dimensional crystal structures of four unknown proteins, students isolate and examine the coordination environment of the iron center in order to predict the relative reactivity toward dioxygen (O2) or hydrogen peroxide (H2O2). The central question of the project is to determine how the same iron protoporphyrin IX cofactor can be used by four different proteins to carry out diverse reactions, from electron transfer, to reversible oxygen binding to hydrogen peroxide activation. Pedagogical reasons for implementation of this biomolecular discovery-based activity and student evaluations are discussed. In addition to developing many of the three-dimensional visualization skills needed to successfully learn biochemistry, students also learn to use the versatile MOE molecular modeling program (Molecular Operating Environment), become familiar with metalloprotein reactivity, and are introduced to computational biochemistry research. Keywords: Metalloproteins, computational biochemistry, three-dimensional visualization, bioinorganic, MOE.



It is important for biochemistry students to become three-dimensionally literate by doing interactive molecular visualization and modeling activities because the arrangement of the atoms in a molecule in space (the threedimensional (3D)1 structure) and the covalent bonds and noncovalent interactions that stabilize this structure (bonding) determine the reactivity of the molecule (its function). Although organic molecules are well represented by Lewis structures (introduced in first semester General Chemistry and refined in sophomore Organic), biomolecules such as proteins and nucleic acids contain hundreds or thousands of atoms and require more complex visualization tools for the students to “see” and understand critical aspects of
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their structure [1]. Unfortunately, most junior/senior introductory biochemistry students have little to no previous training in molecular visualization and manipulation [2]. Mastery of these 3D skills and the fundamental biochemical principles that are revealed upon the study of the size, shape, topology, composition, and important bonding connections in proteins are essential if students are to understand protein function, not simply memorize information from their textbook. Large biomolecules are usually visualized with the aide of various molecular graphics programs that show different aspects of the structure: i) wireframe or ball-and-stick diagrams reveal the underlying chemistry, yet the amount of information for even a small protein is too large to comprehend; ii) space-filling representations and other surface- or solvent-accessible variants reveal the size and shape of molecules and how they can interact with other molecules, but all the “interesting connections inside are hidden” [1]; iii) ribbon diagrams [2] present the topology and fold of proteins but obscure the finer details such as active site amino acid side-chains. So it is usually necessary to hide most of the structure and reveal only important residues and hydrogen bonds (H-bonds). During the course of this project, students become familiar with all these different views and how to hone in on a protein’s active site, allowing them to better comprehend the important details given in the numerous structural diagrams present in a modern biochemistry textbook [3]. This is
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195 TABLE I Biochemical roles of heme proteins examined Protein



Function



Reaction



Cytochrome c (cyt c) Myoglobin (Mb) Cytochrome c peroxidase (CcP)



Electron transfer Reversible oxygen binding Substrate (cyt c) oxidation coupled to peroxide reduction Hydrogen peroxide disproportionation



Fe(II)-cyt c 7 Fe(III)-cyt c ⫹ e– Mb ⫹ O2 7 Mb-O2 2 Fe(II)-cyt c ⫹ 2H⫹ ⫹ H2O2 3 2 Fe(III)-cyt c ⫹ 2 H2O



Catalase



reflected in a comment on the student evaluations, “the structure is so detailed—and it [the MOE program] lets you see it in any number of ways—all atoms shown, all amino acids shown, or domains, etc. thus gave a really good 3D picture of proteins you can’t get anywhere else.” In the Biochemistry I course at West Georgia, we complement the traditional lecture format with the hands-on molecular modeling project described here and several investigative case study assignments that are distributed throughout the semester, in order to accommodate different student learning styles. Students use the molecular modeling program MOE (Molecular Operating Environment) available from the Chemical Computing Group (CCG; www.chemcomp.com) on either UNIX, LINUX, or PC platform computers. MOE is a user-friendly program that can be learned quickly even by students who have little computer experience and allows facile visualization, manipulation, and detailed structural analysis of large biomolecules. Multiple teaching licenses for educational use are available from CCG at no cost through their Educational Agreement, as long as one academic license is purchased. The protein crystal structures are freely available from the Protein Data Bank website at www.rcsb.org/ pdb/. MOE is a powerful research tool as well, that contains applications [4 –7] involving protein modeling, bioinformatics, and drug discovery in a well-integrated program. This early introduction to undergraduate students exposes them to the rapidly growing fields of computational biochemistry and structural biology/bioinformatics. Although free software programs are available, such as Rasmol (www.umass.edu/microbio/rasmol), Mage (kinemage.biochem.duke.edu), Chime (www.umass.edu/microbio/chime/), and Swiss PDB Viewer (ca.expasy.org/spdbv/), that can each do only some of the many visualization functions [8] available in MOE, the drawback is that coordination of data files among all these programs can be complicated, and the students would have to invest a lot of time learning how to use each separate program. This is appropriate for a semester-long computer applications in chemistry course but not for one project in an introductory biochemistry course taken by students with diverse backgrounds and interests: chemistry majors with either a biology minor or no biology training, biology majors headed to medical school, and biochemistry majors (in our recently ACS-certified Biochemistry track). Students learn to use the MOE molecular modeling package by working through selected portions of the software tutorials at the beginning of the project, then pursue the analysis of the unknown heme proteins. The tutorials introduce students to fundamental aspects of computational chemistry, such as building and manipulating small molecules or polypeptides,



2 H2O2 3 2 H2O ⫹ O2



energy minimization, and conformational searching, and gives them a glimpse of sequence alignment, homology modeling, and ligand-receptor docking. These latter functions are not available in the freeware described earlier, which only allow visualization and reorientation. The heme protein analysis requires students to learn how to visualize, measure, and identify the different levels of protein structure, as well as understand how noncovalent interactions modulate electron flow in order to fine tune function. This theme is relevant in the study of all biomolecules, so we choose to emphasize it early in the biochemistry sequence in the protein structure/function unit, before studying carbohydrates, lipids, membranes, metabolism, and DNA chemistry. The focus is on understanding biochemical function based on structure and chemical reactivity, not on memorizing it. Because students start Biochemistry after completing Organic Chemistry, they can build on their background knowledge of organic functional groups and reactivity (mechanisms). Unfortunately, most biochemistry students do not have any background in inorganic coordination chemistry (a topic found at the end of most general chemistry textbooks and usually not covered), which is needed to study heme protein function (cooperativity in hemoglobin and the electron transport chain in metabolism) and metalloprotein function in general. Since metalloproteins comprise about one-third of all proteins [9[ (see Metalloprotein Database and Browser at metallo.scripps.edu) including many key metabolic enzymes, this project is designed to help fill that gap. The individualized, discovery-based nature of this project allows students to learn at their own pace, so that those who have a better understanding of bonding and/or are more facile with computers can progress to the more advanced topics. This allows us to better tailor the course to the diverse backgrounds of the students taking introductory Biochemistry I. Those who develop an interest in bioinorganic or computational chemistry during this project are encouraged to take our Bioinorganic Chemistry topics course and to participate in undergraduate research. METHODS



Student Learning Activities—The class is introduced to the MOE program, and the project objective and procedures are explained. The central question is to determine how the same iron protoporphyrin IX cofactor can be used by four different proteins to carry out diverse reactions, from electron transfer (cytochrome c) to reversible oxygen binding (myoglobin) to hydrogen peroxide activation (catalase and cytochrome c peroxidase), see Table I. The coordination chemistry of the heme active site is introduced with a description of the porphyrin macrocycle (Fig. 1) and the occurrence of five- or six-coordinate complexes via formation of
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FIG. 1. Structure of heme. Iron protoporphyrin IX (FePPIX) is an aromatic tetrapyrrole macrocycle, having four coordinate covalent bonds with the porphyrin ring nitrogens. metal-ligand coordinate covalent bonds. The identity of the axial ligands are variable among different heme proteins (see Fig. 2). The proximal endogenous ligand can be His, Tyr, Met (amino acid side-chain), and the distal X ligand can be empty, an endogenous ligand, or an exogenous ligand (H2O, O2, H2O2: oxygen containing small molecule, substrate). A 1998 article by Timothy E. Elgren in The Chemical Educator [10] clearly explains the inorganic chemistry underlying this project. Additional details on the mechanisms of the four heme proteins examined are available in Lippard and Berg’s Principles of Bioinorganic Chemistry text [11]. Students are asked to sign up for an initial 2-h MOE training workshop in small groups (four to six) with the instructor, in our departmental facility with eight networked UNIX/LINUX stations running MOE. They also sign up for 3–5 h of computer laboratory time over 2 weeks to complete the heme protein project, during which time the instructor (or an experienced student assistant) is present to answer questions as students work through the directed-inquiry project at their own pace. Students isolate and analyze each unknown heme protein’s active site by following a series of directed steps and questions. After comparing their structures with the function information provided in Table I, they must identify each protein. Comparison of the secondary and tertiary protein structures to material found in their Biochemistry textbook [3] can be used to confirm their protein assignments. Bioinorganic background information, detailed MOE commands, expected data analysis procedures, study questions, presentation, and report format are included in the supplementary document titled “Computational Biochemistry Exercise on Heme Proteins,” which can be used as a guided tutorial handout.2 Molecular Modeling Training Workshop—Many levels of protein structure are examined as students initially work through selected parts of tutorials provided with the software, during which they learn how to build a small organic molecule (aspirin) and a short peptide (oxytocin); they learn what conformational searching and energy minimization mean by building the peptide in its extended form, making a disulfide bond, then in real-time “watching” it collapse into a cyclic compact polypeptide. Fig. 3 shows the before (top) and after (middle) view of the process of finding the lowest energy structure, as well as several informative MOE windows (bottom). This process clearly demonstrates the concept of “protein folding.” They also search a protein database and examine the secondary and tertiary structure of a ␤-barrel transmembrane protein that forms an aqueous channel, a porin (3PRN), and observe the type of amino acid side-chain functional 2



A supplementary student tutorial handout is available online entitled “Computational Biochemistry Exercise on Heme Proteins” describing bioinorganic background information, detailed MOE commands, expected data analysis procedures, study questions, presentation, and report format.
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FIG. 2. Edge on view of metallo-porphyrin ring at the active site of heme proteins. The Fe can have a maximum of six metal-ligand coordinate covalent bonds, four to the equatorial porphyrin, and two to axial ligands above or below the heme plane. The porphyrin is represented by a horizontal line through the Fe, and only the side-chain of the endogenous proximal axial His ligand is shown, with an X as the distal axial ligand.



FIG. 3. Structure of oxytocin. Top, structure of nonapeptide oxytocin shown in extended conformation as created using protein builder module (long yellow bond is disulfide between Cys1 and Cys6). Middle, folded conformation formed upon energy minimization of the polypeptide showing its cyclic structure. Bottom, MOE Atom Manager window shows N-terminal amino group selected and its formal charge, hybridization, and calculated partial charge. Energy Minimization window shows calculation options. Sequence Editor window shows primary amino acid sequence (ruler indicates residue position). groups that are present in hydrophobic versus hydrophilic environments. Following the MOE tutorials, students do two preliminary exercises using the skills they have just learned in order to review bonding principles. They build a tripeptide (His-Asp-Tyr) and are asked to i) differentiate between aromatic and basic lone pairs on the histidine ring nitrogen atoms (important for identifying ligand donor atoms for metal coordination), ii) examine how the protonation state of tyrosine relates to its basicity, and iii) compare the two H-bonds present between side-chain and backbone atoms to determine which is the stronger H-bond by measuring X-H 储储:Y



197 bond distances and angles. Students build a 12-residue polypeptide in both helical and extended conformations; the differences in their H-bonding patterns and structural properties are compared as an interactive way to explore secondary structure. The first small-group training workshop ends with the instructor checking that each student has understood fundamental structure and bonding concepts and mastered basic protein manipulation skills using MOE. Heme Protein Project—Each student is given four unknown



FIG. 4. Active site structure of Mb showing proximal His-93 (blue), its two primary H-bond partners Leu-89 and Ser-92 (green), and the secondary H-bond partner of the latter, the heme propionate group (red). H-bonds are shown as dotted gray lines, with key H-bond distances that modulate the electron density of the axial His ligand shown in green. Three MOE windows are shown: the main 3D structure window (center), the Sequence Editor window with Leu-89, Ser-92, and His-93 residues selected (bottom), and the Meters and Restraints window with measured distances (right).



heme proteins (order scrambled) to examine and identify, that have been placed into the individual student UNIX accounts by the instructor and arbitrarily labeled protein A1 to A4. The 3D crystal structures for cytochrome c (1CCR), deoxy myoglobin (1MBD), cytochrome c peroxidase (1CCA), and catalase (7CAT, chain A) were downloaded from the Protein Data Bank (PDB ID number given), and hydrogen atoms added in MOE by the instructor. Utilizing MOE’s Sequence Editor window, which shows the primary protein sequence, and the main MOE window, which shows the protein’s 3D structure, students are able to hide the full structure then isolate and view only the iron porphyrin cofactor. The heme Fe is selected and all atoms covalently bonded to it are selected; extending the selection to full residues allows the student to locate any bound axial ligands (see Fig. 4 for myoglobin). In the case of catalase, the crystal structure does not actually have a bond connecting the tyrosine oxygen to the heme Fe. Students must do a “proximity” search at 4Å, then determine which heteroatom is close enough to form a metal-ligand bond with the appropriate orientation to donate its lone pairs into the iron. Axial metal-ligand bond distances and the angle between the axial ligand and the equatorial porphyrin are measured and compared between proteins in order to determine the relative strengths of the metal-ligand interactions (Table II). Once the one or two bound axial heme ligands have been identified and visualized, students examine the network of Hbonds that modulate the electron density of these axial ligands. By doing a 4Å proximity search they locate primary H-bond partners and secondary H-bonds made by the partnering functional group. The identity and protonation state of all residues in the H-bond network is determined, and X-H 储储储:Y distances (between H . . . Y) and angles are measured and compared between proteins (Table II). By drawing a clear and well-labeled figure of each protein’s active site, students learn how to present important covalent and noncovalent interactions in a biomolecule. Students also explore secondary structural elements in myoglobin (backbone and side-chain properties of the F-helix containing the proximal histidine (Fig. 5)), the nature of the antiparallel ␤-sheet observed in CcP (Fig. 6), and in- and out-of-plane movements of the metal. The students are asked to save several MOE structure files for each protein showing specific components in ball-andstick, space-filling, or ribbon representations; examination of these MOE files by the instructor allows an assessment of the students’ 3D visualization skills.



TABLE II Geometries of metal-axial ligand bonds and their H-bonding partners Measurement Axial ligand(s) Donor atom Fe–Xaxial Npyrrole–Fe–Xaxial average angle Protonation and chargea Primary H-bond partner(s) Partner functional group Backbone or side-chain X-H 㛳㛳㛳:Y distance X-H 㛳㛳㛳:Y angle Secondary H-bond partner(s)d Partner functional group Backbone or side-chain



Cyt c His-27 NHis 2.04Å 88.3° Prot, neutral Pro-39 O⫽C Backbone 1.77Å 165.1°



Cyt c Met-89 SMet 2.35Å 91.7°



Mb



Mb



His-93 NHis 2.10Å 98.5° Prot, neutral Leu-89 O⫽C Backbone 2.11Å 135.6° His-93 Amide NH Backbone Ser-92 Amide NH Backbone



Ser-92b ROH Side-chain 2.27Å 124° Heme RCO2⫺ Substituent



CcP



CcP



Catalase



His-172 NHis 2.01Å 94.6°



Tyr-355 OTyr 1.84Å 92.8°



Prot, neutral Asp-232 RCO2⫺ Side-chain 2.00Å 158.4° H2O Both Hs Chelating



Deprot, neg Arg-351 Guanc NH2 Side-chain 1.72Å 170.1°



Catalase



Guan NH Side-chain 2.39Å 141.4°



Trp-188 Ring NH Side-chain Leu-229 amide NH backbone



a Protonation state of axial ligand (prot, protonated; deprot, deprotonated) and charge of residue side-chain (neutral; neg, negative; or pos, positive). b Additional columns are given for multiple interactions by the same functional group in the section above (e.g. both Leu-89 and Ser-92 H-bond to proximal His-93). c Guan, guanidinium ion. d Secondary H-bond partners extend the network of H-bonds formed by the primary H-bond partners (in section above) to the heme axial ligand.
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FIG. 5. 3D structure of Mb showing correlation between the hydrophilic/hydrophobic nature of side-chains and their external (stick representation, blue in SE) versus internal positions (line represenation, orange in SE) for residues in the F-helix that include the proximal His-93 (ball-and-stick). Edge of heme (space-fill) containing the charged propionate (carboxylate) side-chains is exposed to solvent. Backbone H-bonds that stabilize the ␣-helix secondary structure are shown in both the upper 3D MOE window (gray dotted lines) and the lower SE window (gray curved lines).
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FIG. 7. Active site structure of cyt c showing two endogenous axial ligands: Met-89 (top, yellow is sulfur atom) and His-27 (bottom) which forms a H-bond with the backbone carbonyl of Pro-39 (distance in green). The six-coordinate Fe is in the center of the plane of the porphyrin, which is slightly saddled. The peripheral substituents of the heme are not shown for clarity. detailed drawing of each protein’s active site showing H-bonding networks present, and an analysis of specific secondary structural features of myoglobin (␣-helices) and CcP (␤-strands). This project report is worth the equivalent of one-third of an exam and is scheduled to overlap with the study of protein 3D structure and hemoglobin function in the Biochemistry course. The writing across the curriculum (WAC) component of the course is satisfied by the molecular modeling project report and the biochemical or biomedical “case study” assignments given during the other exam units, so that a portion of the student’s grade is based on an investigative out-of-class activity. Alternatively, for programs where Biochemistry course students are required to take Biochemistry laboratory simultaneously with the lecture, this bioinorganic modeling project could be done as a 2-week laboratory activity. ANALYSIS



FIG. 6. 3D structure of CcP showing presence of both an antiparallel ␤-sheet and several ␣-helices. Sequence Editor shows the primary sequence of ␤-strands (yellow ribbons) are intermingled with ␣-helices (red coils) and turns (blue loops). Side-chain of the charged polar Lys-180 residue (top left) clearly points outwards into the aqueous solvent, while heme (space-fill) is almost completely buried in the protein. Proximal His-172 is shown in ball-and-stick mode below the heme. At the completion of the project, each student is asked to submit a written report on their findings explaining their structurefunction analysis, two MOE structure files per protein (saved in their home directory) showing their pared down active site and the heme cofactor in the context of the protein’s overall fold, a



Cytochrome c (cyt c)—Identification of cytochrome c among the four unknown proteins is based on the absence of an open coordination site on the heme because two endogenous axial ligands (His-27 nitrogen and Met-89 sulfur) are provided by the protein (Fig. 7). Students easily notice this difference in coordination number and usually identify cyt c before any of the other unknown proteins. The iron cannot bind either O2 or H2O2; among the four protein functions given in Table I cyt c is the only protein involved in electron transfer but not in ligand/substrate binding. Some of the students also notice that the metalligand bond distance (Fe-NHis) to the axial histidine is shorter (2.04Å) than that to the axial methionine (Fe-SMet is 2.35Å), indicating that the histidine is a stronger donor ligand to the iron.
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FIG. 8. Active site structure of CcP showing proximal His172 (blue), its primary H-bond partner Asp-232 (green), and several secondary H-bond partners of the anionic carboxylate side-chain of Asp: a crystallographic water molecule (red), the side-chain NH of Trp-188 (blue), and the backbone amide of Leu-229 (gray).



Myoglobin (Mb) and Cytochrome c Peroxidase (CcP)— One of the major goals of this project is to enhance the biochemistry student’s appreciation of the role noncovalent interactions play in stabilizing the 3D structure of proteins and in maintaining them in a biologically active state. A conceptual understanding of steric interactions (van der Waals contacts) and electrostatic interactions (ion pair, dipole-dipole, and hydrogen bonding) is critical in a modern biochemistry course. Many of the enzyme mechanisms examined in detail involve the coordinated function of a network of H-bonds between active site functional groups (for example the Ser-His-Asp catalytic triad in hydrolytic serine proteases). The instructor has observed that beginning biochemistry students often have difficulty in grasping the significance of how such a network can facilitate electron flow during the catalytic mechanism. This project allows students to discover for themselves how a slight variation in H-bonding of a similarly placed proximal His in two heme proteins (Mb versus CcP) can lead to very different biological functions, which emphasizes how proteins control electron flow patterns. Students must consider the effects of the following parameters on the strength of a H-bond: X-H 储储:Y distance, angle, multiple H-bonds by a single functional group, difference between a neutral backbone carbonyl oxygen and an anionic sidechain carboxylate oxygen, formal charge of the H-bond acceptor. Once the protein with the stronger H-bond is determined, the effect of this bond polarization on electron donation by the proximal His into the heme iron is considered, along with the effect this has on the iron’s redox properties and electron donation into the trans axial ligand on the distal side of the heme iron. The N⑀ atom of the proximal His in CcP (Fig. 2) forms a coordinate covalent bond with the heme iron, while the N␦-H forms a single short H-bond (2.00Å, for CcP, see Fig. 8 and Table II) versus a bifurcating H-bond in Mb at longer



FIG. 9. Active site structure of catalase showing deprotonated Tyr-355 axial ligand (red), with its negative charge stabilized by multiple H-bonds to the cationic guanidinium sidechain of Arg-351 (blue).



distances of 2.11Å and 2.27Å (see Fig. 4). The H-bond in CcP is also closer to linearity (158° in CcP) versus 136° and 124° in Mb. The stronger CcP H-bond yields a weaker His N␦-H bond, leaving more electron density in the aromatic His, which in turn results in increased electron density at the N⑀ atom available for coordination to the metal. The heme iron in CcP is thus more electron rich so it is a weaker Lewis acid and more easily oxidized. This results in a smaller (less positive) iron reduction potential for CcP with extra electron density pushed from the proximal His into the iron. Thus the electron-rich iron is poised to reduce its other axial ligand, the H2O2 molecule bound on the distal side of the heme, to H2O. By contrast, Mb has a weaker proximal His H-bond, a stronger N␦-H bond, and less electron density at the heme iron so it is more resistant to metal oxidation; this is consistent with Mb’s function of reversibly binding and releasing O2 without reducing it. Additional evidence for the assignments of CcP and Mb comes from the observation that the metal-ligand bond distance (Fe-NHis) in CcP is shorter (2.01Å) than that in Mb (2.10Å), consistent with greater electron donation from the His into the iron in CcP. A strong donor proximal ligand is a common feature of heme proteins such as peroxidases (strongly H-bonded His) and cytochrome P450s (deprotonated Cys) that reduce bound H2O2 and O2 during their catalytic cycle [11, 12]. Catalase—Students are able to determine that the proximal ligand of the protective metalloenzyme catalase is the side-chain of a Tyr ligand by considering the protonation state and formal charge of this ligand. They determine that the phenolic oxygen atom bound to the iron is deprotonated with a formal charge of –1, thus a tyrosinate moiety (see Fig. 9). With its full negative charge, tyrosinate is more basic than the strongly H-bonded His in CcP, leading to greater electron donation into the heme iron. Thus the electron-rich iron in catalase is the weakest Lewis acid among the four proteins and the most easily oxidized (thus it can catalyze the disproportionation reaction of H2O2). In the handout, students are told that the weakest Lewis acid
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BAMBED, Vol. 33, No. 3, pp. 194 –201, 2005 TABLE III Responses to student evaluation questions Survey question



Did the molecular modeling project help your understanding of protein structure and function? Did you enjoy doing the molecular modeling project? Note any positive or negative features of the project, or any changes you would like to see in it.



Response



Representative student comments



91% yes 64% yes 9% no, but helpful 27% no Both positive and Negative comments made



Would you recommend more or fewer of these types of activities in future chemistry courses?



40% more 30% one project 30% fewer



will be the most reactive to oxidation-reduction chemistry and are asked to consider the relative pKas of the aromatic axial ligands present. Confirmation of strong electron donation into the iron can be seen in the very short 1.84Å metal-ligand bond distance (Fe-OTyr) in catalase, which is 0.17Å shorter than the Fe-NHis distance in CcP (2.01Å). The peroxidase (CcP) and catalase mechanisms [11] both require the heme iron to donate two electrons to bound H2O2, so the iron needs to be electron rich and a weak Lewis acid. In contrast, Mb releases bound O2 without reducing it, so the iron needs to be electron poor and a stronger Lewis acid. Comparison of Mb to CcP, then CcP to catalase, reinforces the notion that amino acid side-chains can have different chemical properties depending on their protonation state. Table II reveals that the H-bonding distances of the proximal axial ligand decreases in going from Mb (2.27/2.11Å) to CcP (2.00Å) to catalase (1.72Å). Clearly, as the proximal heme ligand progresses from a protonated neutral form (Mb) to a intermediate H-bonded form (CcP) to a fully deprotonated anionic form (catalase), the basicity of the axial ligand increases, pushing greater electron density into the iron; this allows the iron to catalyze more difficult redox reactions. Levels of Protein Structure—By comparing the active sites and H-bonding networks in a group of structurally related proteins, students are able to discover the different chemical roles of several amino acids that have catalytic functions in many enzymes. This helps students to move away from purely “memorizing” the 20 amino acid structures and classifications; instead it encourages them to focus on understanding the unique biochemical roles of amino acid side-chains. The heme proteins chosen for analysis in this project require students to recognize and become familiar with several residues (Table II), namely charged and polar residues (Asp, Arg, His, Tyr, Ser, Cys) and hydrophobic residues (Trp, Leu, Pro, Met), while developing a feel for the reactivity available to each. During this project students have to carefully examine the secondary and tertiary structural features of hemeproteins, especially Mb and CcP (Figs. 5 and 6). They are asked to distinguish between backbone and side-chain functional groups in a protein by manipulating it in three



I am a very visual and hands on learner! Having the ability to reorient the molecule made me able to understand 100% easier than simple picture and words. Helpful and I enjoyed it. I got a bit frustrated on the tutorial, the rest was good. I don’t like computers that much, found it a bit tedious. Found layout purposeful and puzzle like. Good to have instructors in room for help. Valuable skill that we learned how to use the program. Time it took to learn how to use the program. Little too time consuming. For such things as DNA, they are very helpful. Perhaps broken into small chunks. One, so students can get to experience the computer projects, more would take away from other information from class lectures. It takes so much time that I could use studying on my own time, where I learn the most.



dimensions, and to examine the geometry of specific covalent and H-bonds. This analysis allows students to visualize the difference between repeating patterns of backbone H-bonding that determines secondary structure (␣ helices, ␤ sheets) and distinct side-chain H-bonding and placement in the 3D protein structure, which allows each protein to have its unique tertiary fold and function. Assessment of Student Learning—It is useful to evaluate the perception of the biochemistry students of the effectiveness of using molecular modeling programs as a learning tool to study structure-function relationships. A total of 60 students from the University of West Georgia have participated in this project over 3 years, with 11 surveyed in the Fall 2003 Biochemistry I class at the end of the semester (see Table III). Student reactions are overwhelmingly positive (91%) on the benefit this project has on their understanding of protein structure and function. When asked to specify the skills and concepts that the project helped them learn, the most frequent response (8) reflected one student’s comment “being able to see the structure in 3D and being able to move and change the view, helped me gain a better understanding,” and another’s “it helped to visually see the concepts we had talked about in class.” Several students (4) felt “being able to visualize the tertiary and quaternary structures of the protein helped to reinforce how important structure is to protein function.” Some noted “it gave a better understanding of how bonding occurs,” and it “was very interesting and intriguing using such great computers for graphics.” Another replied “it helped to teach me how the computer can aid in the determination of protein structure/function.” One observed “I found examining the heme moiety of each protein to be very helpful in my understanding of the function and binding of O2 to Myoglobin and Hemoglobin,” which is a standard topic in biochemistry textbooks. When asked whether they enjoyed the molecular modeling project, the majority of the students (64%) replied yes, 9% no but it was helpful, and 27% replied no. The question on positive and negative aspects of the project yielded answers of both flavors. Positive responses ranged from liking the “identify the unknown protein” layout to considering it a valuable skill to learn to use the [modeling]



201 program. The most common negative response was that the project was too time consuming, especially to learn to use the program, which has been noted by others as well [8]. Students appreciate getting assistance with program use and analysis from both the instructor and senior undergraduates. The final question probed whether students would recommend more or fewer of these types of activities in future chemistry courses. The response was mixed between more (40%), one is right (30%), and fewer (30%), as evident from one student’s comment: “I enjoyed this better than the first paper [case study], yet the paper was less time consuming. I feel any more such projects would be hard on one with limited time, yet less will hinder learning potential.” This project has evolved over several years and has been tried with increasingly larger groups of biochemistry students. Major changes involve shortening the initial MOE tutorial to only those skills needed for the heme project as indicated in the supplementary document; this allows the molecular modeling training and preliminary exercise to be completed in 2 h by the average student. Also the number of unknown proteins has been decreased from four to three for most students, with the fourth unknown (catalase) given to honors students in the course. Both changes are intended to accommodate the students’ time constraints. Having taught Biochemistry I several times, first without and later with the inclusion of this molecular modeling project, the instructor has noticed that the average student’s ability to critically analyze protein secondary and tertiary structure on class examinations improves upon participation in this discovery-based project. CONCLUSION



The use of the MOE molecular modeling program to introduce undergraduate Biochemistry I students to bioinorganic chemistry (ligand-binding and redox-active heme proteins) and to reinforce fundamental biochemical concepts of structure, bonding, and reactivity has been successful. Students enjoy this discovery-based project and learn how proteins can use subtle variations in composition and 3D structure to redistribute electron density and fine tune reactivity in a class of related proteins. Students solidify the 3D visualization and manipulation skills they need to successfully learn biochemistry and communicate their understanding to others. Participation in this project helps students integrate material from many areas of chemistry. Discussion of how
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